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A lively text… 

  Good catch phrase 

  Main message 

  The structure of a sentence 

 

…well presented…  

 Citation 

 Examples  

 Layout  

 

Do’s & Don’ts: Overview 
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A good catch phrase is the entrance 

 door to your text.  
 

It‘s simple, short and induces 

  the reader to continue reading. 

  

Try a citation, a statement, an example. 
 

Do not start with numbers! 

Do’s & Don’ts: Good catch phrase (I)   
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Good example:  

„Climate change is one of the most pressing 

problems of our time and is on the agenda of 

politicians and scientists alike“. 

 

Bad example:  

“This project may give the opportunity to combine 

high technology of CT and MRI with an adequate 

level of interventistic radiology within the field of 

veterinary neurology“.  

Do’s & Don’ts: Good catch phrase (II)  
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A well structured sentence is short. 
 

It is complete. 
  

It uses verbs rather than nouns. 
  

It is in plain English language instead of 
complicated foreign and technical terms.  

 

It is factual.  

Do’s & Don’ts:  

The structure of a sentence (I) 
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Good example:  

„Universities restructure their studies. This 
process is called the Bologna process. It has 
the goal to standardize the studies all over 
Europe.“  

Bad example:  

„Universities nowadays are obliged to perform a 
restructuration corresponding to the 
complicated process known as Bologna-
Process which has the goal to create a 
european-wide standardization of the 
standards of studies.“  

Do’s & Don’ts:  

The structure of a sentence (II) 
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Main message  

Should be placed at the very, very beginning 

The more important the message, the more to 

the top of the text it should be, in decreasing 

order of importance 

Should be easy to understand 

Ask yourself / the author: Explain me in one 

short sentence what the goal of your research is. 

Phrase it as simply as possible  

Do’s & Don’ts: A lively text (I) 
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Good example: 

 „The main aim of the proposed research is to 

reconstruct winter-spring temperatures from 

lakes in the Swiss Alps and the northern 

Swedish alpine region.“ 

Bad example: 

„The goal of the project is the development of a 

novel stereotactic device allowing both CT- and 

MRI-guided biopsy for diagnosis of neoplastic 

and non-neoplastic brain lesions in dogs and 

cats.“  

Do’s & Don’ts: A lively text (II) 
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Do’s & Don’ts: Quotation (I) 

 Scientific writing means: Every bit of information from 

another source has to be proved. 

 The Proof is the quotation.  

 Different standards (Miller, 2007, p.73) exist in the different 

languages.  

 Authors have to prove their quotation, but use them only 

when it makes sense and if, they have to be correct and 

complete. 

 Do not create a text with one quotation after the next, write 

your own text.  
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Do’s & Don’ts: Quotation (II) 

Good example: 

 „Studies on alpine limnology are increasingly 
important in the context of present climate 
change, because of the sensitivity shown by 
mountain ecosystems to atmospheric forcing 
(Battarbee et al., 2002; Pla and Catalan, 2005). “ 

 

Bad example:  

„In the European literature only one author 
(Moissonnier) stand out in this field. “  
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 To illustrate an abstract content, add examples! 

 Examples should be easy to understand (from everyday 
life)  

Good example: 

 „Here, future changes in winter temperature and precipitation 
are likely to have a profound effect on water and energy 
supplies and winter tourism: The Swiss Alps without snow in 
winter would be an ecological and economical desert.”  

Bad example:  

”However, it is mostly the extreme climatic events which have 
greater environmental, socio-economic and health impacts. In 
addition, regional- and local-scale temperature variability is 
expected to have much bigger amplitudes than hemispheric 
or global means.”   

Do’s & Don’ts: Examples & Graphics 
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 The layout is the arrangement of the text on the page.  

 Highlight in bold catch phrases and key words.  

 Summarize content with bullet point lists. 

 Leave a space between paragraphs.  

 Use graphics and pictures. Graphics and figures can 
tell a lot more than simple text.  

When viewing a page, everyone always first looks at the 
picture.  

Make sure to give the graphic/picture a heading and 
explain it in the text. The picture should be large enough 
and also explain itself in black and white.  

 Pictures / graphs should be functional, not merely 
decorative 

 Use headings where appropriate.  

Do’s & Don’ts: Layout (I) 
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                    Do’s & Don’ts: Layout (II) 
Good example 
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                   Do’s & Don’ts: Layout (III) 

Bad example  
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Further do’s and don’ts (I) 

No „copy-paste“ generic affirmations but 

rooted in the specifics of your project 

 

 
Biopolitics is a wonderful thing, and to humankind many joys will 

bring. 

Astrophysics is a wonderful thing, and to humankind many joys will 

bring. 

Seismic engineering is a wonderful thing, and to humankind many 

joys will bring. 

Picking one’s nose is a wonderful thing, and to humankind many 

joys will bring  

Example inspired by Multatuli 
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Further Do’s and Don’ts (II) 

Don‘t „say“ that you/your idea are good. Prove it! 

 Give examples 

Use statistics 

Quantify 

Specify 

Don’t preach, convince with arguments 

 Explain “acr. and abbr.” 
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Contacts 

Olga Meerovskaya 

People National contact point 

Belarusian Institute of System Analysis and 

Information Support of Science and Technology 

Minsk, BELARUS 

Tel/fax +375 17 2033139 

Email: meerovskaya@fp7-nip.org.by 

www.fp7-nip.org.by  

 

THANK YOU FOR ATTENTION 
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